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UNTOURS: NOW MORE THAN EVER

Europe is ready

and waiting for you.

Now is the best time ever to take the road less traveled. That has
always been the Untours approach, so we are well poised to serve you in this new
travel era. We’ve gathered resources to help you live like a local, and our US staff is
fluent in the details to help you plan.
Our vast network of colleagues in Europe is up to date on local conditions, and
our relationships with them and with our landlords create security and trust in a
changing world. Our apartments offer guests a sense of place and access to the
the best views, scenery, and back-road adventures.

BOOK YOUR UNTOUR NOW!
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1.888.868.6871 • WWW.UNTOURS.COM

Untours Include
AN APARTMENT (cottage or farmhouse) in a central location
TRANSPORTATION – car, rail, or city pass
?

transfer

ON-SITE SUPPORT from our helpful staff
TRANSFER assistance upon your arrival
ORIENTATION meeting & local cultural program
PLANNING HELP before you go
BOOKS – an Untours guide and local info

WE ALSO OFFER
Cruises: Rivers, canal barges, and small boat sea cruises
North America: RV rentals, the National Parks, and more

Untours Destinations
AUSTRIA

ITALY

Vienna (rail)...............................................28
River cruises.............................................33

Tuscany (car)............................................ 18
Umbria (car).............................................. 19
Amalfi Coast (transit pass).....................20
Rome (transit pass)................................. 21
Venice (transit pass)................................ 16
Florence (transit pass) ........................... 17

CZECHIA
Prague (transit pass)................................30

FRANCE
Alsace (car)............................................... 12
Paris (transit pass).................................... 14
Provence (car).......................................... 13
River...........................................................32
Barge..........................................................34

GERMANY
Castle (car)................................................26
Rhine (rail)................................................. 27
River cruises.............................................33

GREECE
Nafplio (car).............................................. 15
Sea cruises................................................35

PORTUGAL
Sintra (rail pass or car) ...........................22
Porto (rail pass)........................................23

SPAIN
Andalusia (car)..........................................24
Barcelona (car).........................................25

SWITZERLAND
Heartland (rail).......................................... 10
Oberland (rail)...........................................11

UK

Leiden (rail)............................................... 31
River cruises.............................................33

London (transit pass) .............................. 9
Scottish Highlands (rail or car) ............. 6
Scotland & England by barge...............34
Central Scotland (rail or car)................... 7

HUNGARY

US

HOLLAND

Budapest (transit pass) .........................29
River cruises.............................................33

RV vacations.............................................36
National Parks..........................................36

IRELAND
County Kerry (car or driver).................... 8

1.888.868.6871 • WWW.UNTOURS.COM
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We’ve been at this for

LONGEVITY IS ON OUR SIDE.
I’ve worked in travel for over 30 years myself, starting in Austria for my Uncle
Hal in the 80s, finding hosts and chalets.

FROM OUR PRESIDENT

Our world and industry have changed in unimaginable ways since then.
What was groundbreaking in the 80s became more replicable when the
internet opened an easier connection to Europe for those willing to search
and dig and trust.
The last 20 years have
revolutionized and democratized
travel, especially in the apartment
stay space we pioneered. Peer
economy brokers went big,
impacting global communities.
Overtourism became a household word.
Then came the pandemic.
A stilled planet. A chance to
rebuild it, better.
Like other travel companies we have examined and tweaked every aspect of
our operations for health and safety.

Experienced staff who can adapt
a travel model that was made for
these times.
Unlike many others, we have deep-seated relationships with our apartment
owners and staff: Colleagues who have skipped paychecks take our calls and
help strategize. Landlords who have helped us retool for a smarter future.
The tenets of Untours travel hold: A week or more in a private apartment.
Independent exploration with flexible in-country support. Experienced staff
who can adapt a travel model that was made for these times.

So find your bliss in Europe. We’ve got you. Now more than ever,
thank you for trusting us with your dreams.

Brian Taussig-Lux
President, Untours

1.888.868.6871 • WWW.UNTOURS.COM

F O U N D AT I O N
HAL’S CLUB
Hal Taussig, founder of Untours, was always on the move (often on his famous
bicycle). Hal founded his company on the ideas of cultural immersion, community
empowerment, and environmental sustainability – all before this was the “it” way
to travel. He was ahead of his time, but he didn’t stop there. He used 100% of the
profits to create our groundbreaking foundation.

The Untours
Foundation has
lent nearly 9 million
dollars to over
350 small startups.

Top: Foundation Co-CEOs Elizabeth Killough and
Jonathan Coleman Bottom: Hal Taussig, founder
of Untours and Untours Foundation.

Untours Foundation is different
from most foundations. Hal
understood that business needs
to be part of the solution to the
world’s problems. So instead of
making grants, we provide low-interest loans and flexible investments
to world-changing businesses.

The Untours Foundation has lent nearly 9 million dollars to over 350 small startups
and diverse entrepreneurs around the world, creating jobs, building community,
and fueling dreams.
Hal was a mover, whether biking, hiking, or working for change. When he died in
2016, the world lost a visionary leader. We’ve created Hal’s Giving Club to honor his
legacy and accelerate the good work he started.

Membership Levels:
Sneakers Level - $25/month helps us walk the talk
Hiking Boots Level - $50/month helps us climb mountains
Bicycle Level* - $100/month lets us cover more territory
Rail Pass Level* - $200/month and up lets us travel far together
Perks include gifts from our investee companies, raffle tickets for
an annual prize drawing, Ungala tickets, updates, and more.
*Higher levels of support also include discounts on
Untours travel!

SEE UNTOURSFOUNDATION.ORG/HALSCLUB
FOR FULL DETAILS.
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Scottish Highlands
UK

The mountainous landscape of the Highlands is sublime,
and its traditions and culture run deep.
HOMEBASE: Inverness | Explore: Loch Ness, Isle of Skye, Malt Whisky Trail,

Cairngorms Park, Glencoe & more.

The Highlands are ready to have you back. The air is
clear, the roads wide open, and the views go on forever.
We look forward to seeing you here in Scotland.
— Duncan, Scottish Highlands Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1309 pp for one week, $1879 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Central Scotland or London.

RENTAL CAR OR RAIL OPTION.
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WWW.UNTOURS.COM/SCOTTISH-HIGHLANDS

Central Scotland
UK

Stay in the villages around Stirling and explore area castles, scenic
countryside, and historic cities.
HOMEBASE: Stirlingshire | Explore: Stirling Castle, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Oban,

Callander & more.

Stirlingshire looks forward to giving you a warm
Scottish welcome and sharing its grand castles and
majestic landscapes. The coast, the cities, the local
foods, whisky, and gin... Cheers to your return!
— Val, Central Scotland Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1359 pp for one week, $2109 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in London or the Scottish Highlands.

Isle of Skye

Ardersier
Inverness

SCOTLAND
Glencoe
Oban

i

i

Dunblane St. Andrews
Stirling
Edinburgh
Glasgow

Bridge of Allan

RENTAL CAR OR RAIL OPTION.

Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/CENTRAL-SCOTLAND
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Ring of Kerry
IRELAND

Discover the magic of the Ring of Kerry and the forests, stone
circles, and castles of the southwest.
HOMEBASE: Kenmare | Explore: Killarney National Park, Dingle, Beara, Kinsale,

Muckross & more.

Kenmare misses you, and so do I. Ireland is ready to
welcome our American friends. Come enjoy the coastline
and green fields and forests and waterfalls. See you soon.
— Neil, County Kerry Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $1199 pp for one week, $1819 pp for two weeks, double occ.

i

Dublin

PRIVATE DRIVER OPTION

IRELAND
Shannon
Tralee
Killarney
Cork
Kenmare
rry
Ring of Ke
Kinsale
Dingle

Kilkenny
Waterford

Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.
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WWW.UNTOURS.COM/COUNTY-KERRY

London
UK

Settle into a London neighborhood and visit city
museums, palaces, pubs, and green parks.
HOMEBASE: London | Explore: Hyde Park, Westminster Abbey, Parliament, the

Tate & so much more.

Missing all my Untours visitors in London. London is
getting ready for your visit! I look forward to seeing you
back here soon.
— Ben, London Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

metro

transfer

From $1829 pp for one week, $2679 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Central Scotland, the Scottish Highlands, or Paris.

Cambridge

UNITED KINGDOM

WINTER HOLIDAY DATES AVAILABLE.

Oxford
London
i

Bath

Canterbury

Brighton
English Channel
Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/LONDON
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Swiss Heartland
SWITZERLAND

Hike the trails and ride the rails in central Switzerland’s
rugged mountains and lush valleys.
HOMEBASE: Meiringen & nearby villages | Explore: Luzern, Schilthorn, Jungfraujoch,

Pilatus, Titlis & more.

I can’t wait to show you again what makes my heart
grateful and happy: the majestic mountains, deep blue
lakes, lush green forests, and meadows with cows and
the music of their bells.
— Sonja, Swiss Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $1299 pp for one week, $1709 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.
Add a week in the Swiss Oberland, Alsace, or the German Rhine.

Bern

i

Luzern

SWISS OBERLAND

Lake Luzern

SWISS
Sachseln
Lungern HEARTLAND
Brienz
Hasliberg
Meiringen
Lak

Fribourg Thun
eB
Spiez Lake
Thun rienz
Frutigen
Kandersteg Bernese Alps

SWITZERLAND

p

p Eiger
Jungfrau

Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.
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Zürich

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/HEARTLAND

Swiss Oberland
SWITZERLAND

Experience the Berner Oberland, with its dramatic
Alpine peaks, scenic villages, and rich traditions.
HOMEBASE: Frutigen, Kandesteg, and villages on Lake Thun | Explore: Bern,

Luzern, the Schilhorn, the Jungfraujoch, the Matterhorn & more.

Won’t it be nice to be together again? We can sing
and hike and enjoy the trains. I can’t wait to invite you
back to my beautiful Thun! The Swiss Alps miss you,
and so do I.
— Urs, Swiss Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $1389 pp for one week, $1869 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.
Add a week in the Swiss Heartland, Alsace, or the German Rhine.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/OBERLAND
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Alsace
FRANCE

Immerse yourself in the storybook villages
and scenic drives of this enticing cultural crossroads.
HOMEBASE: Bergheim & nearby villages | Explore: Strasbourg, Riquewihr, Colmar,

the Route des Vins & more.

Come enjoy our charming flower-bedecked villages,
breathtaking views along the wine route, bakeries with
their croissants and crusty baguettes, café terraces
and restaurants…
— Viv, Alsace Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $1139 pp for one week, $1779 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Paris or Provence.

Tours

GERMANY
Nancy

Ribeauvillé

Alsace

FRANCE
Limoges

Metz
Strasbourg
Bergheim

i

Paris

Beblenheim
Basel

SWITZERLAND
Lyon

ITALY

Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.
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WWW.UNTOURS.COM/ALSACE

Provence
FRANCE

Explore the charming villages, vineyards, mountain views,
and markets of southern France.
HOMEBASE: Pernes-les-Fontaines & area villages | Explore: Avignon, Aix, Arles,

Gordes, Marseilles & more.

I miss my American friends. I can’t wait to share a
meal, talk about wine and food, and help you enjoy
the beautiful countryside here. I look forward to
welcoming you.
— Anne, Provence Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $1099 pp for one week, $1509 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Alsace or Paris.

Limoges

FRANCE

Lyon

ITALY

Provence

Avignon
i Pernes-les-Fontaines
Nîmes
Nice
Isle-sur-Sorgue

WINE & FOOD
UNTOUR:
OCTOBER 5
ART UNTOUR:
JUNE 1

i

Marseille

Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/PROVENCE
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Paris
FRANCE

Give Paris the time it deserves. Enjoy the city’s museums,
parks, cafés, and culture.
HOMEBASE: Paris | Explore: The Louvre, Left Bank, Musée d’Orsay, Eiffel Tower,

Versailles & much more.

The city of light is here for you, and I am eager
to welcome my Untours guests. All the parks and
bakeries and cafes and museums are yours to enjoy.
See you soon.
— Francoise, Paris Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

metro

See www.untours.com/paris for pricing. (Prices unavailable at time of printing.)
Add a week in Provence, Alsace, Holland, or London.
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WWW.UNTOURS.COM/PARIS

transfer

Nafplio
GREECE

Explore the ancient ruins and gorgeous vistas of the
Peloponnese, returning each night to picturesque Nafplio.
HOMEBASE: Nafplio | Explore: Corinth, Epidaurus, Mycenae, Mystra, Hydra Island,

Athens, & more.

Here on the Peloponnese we’ve seen it all over the
millennia. I am glad you can return to explore our
towns, coast, and ruins. See you soon, friends.
— Christos, Nafplio Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $939 pp for one week, $1359 pp for two weeks, double occ.

Delphi
Peloponnesian
Corinth
Peninsula

Olympia

Mycenae
Epidaurus
Nafplio

GREECE

Kalamata

Mystras

Athens

Hydra
Spetses
Aegean Sea

Monemvasia
Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/NAFPLIO

UNTOUR OPERATES
YEAR ROUND.
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Venice
ITALY

Cruise the canals and stroll the back alleys and charming
neighborhoods of this graceful city on water.
HOMEBASE: Venice | Explore: San Marco, Rialto Market, the Accademia, Murano,

Burano, the Lido & more.

The city is bubbling like a bottle of Prosecco waiting
to be enjoyed. I cannot wait to see your curious wide
eyes looking for me at the airport or station, ready to
take you where your adventure awaits.
— Denny, Venice Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $1529 pp for one week, $2229 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Florence, Rome, Tuscany, Umbria, and the Amalfi Coast.

COMBINE VENICE,
FLORENCE, AND ROME!
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WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VENICE

Florence
ITALY

Take in the grandeur of the Renaissance in this
open-air museum of architecture and beauty.
HOMEBASE: Florence | Explore: The Duomo, Uffizi, Ponte Vecchio, Pitti Palace,

Medici Tombs & more.

Restaurants and bars are open again, museums are
welcoming visitors, and different languages can be
heard in the streets. I look forward to welcoming you
again and showing you around my beautiful city.
— Helen, Florence Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

metro

transfer

From $1049 pp for one week, $1519 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Venice, Rome, Tuscany, Umbria, or the Amalfi Coast.

Milan

ITALY

Venice

Verona

Genoa

Cinque Terre
Lucca
Pisa

Mediterranean Sea

Siena
Tuscany Villages

Tuscany
Florence
Rome Umbria
i Villages

Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/FLORENCE
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Tuscany
ITALY

Explore the vineyards, scenic countryside, and the hill towns of
the stunning Orcia Valley.
HOMEBASE: Montalcino area | Explore: Siena, San Gimignano, Volterra, Florence,

Chianti & more.

There’s never been a better time to explore the rolling
hills and countryside. Here in Tuscany, restaurants are
open, and your farmhouse is clean and ready.
— Tracy, Tuscany Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $1219 pp for one week, $1709 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.
Add a week in Umbria, Amalfi Coast, Venice, Florence, or Rome.

WINE & FOOD UNTOUR: OCTOBER 12
Tastings, tours, and cooking class.
Available other dates for your group of 4+.
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WWW.UNTOURS.COM/TUSCANY

Umbria
ITALY

Experience the farming traditions, warm hospitality,
and ancient walled towns of Italy’s green heart.
HOMEBASE: Spoleto area | Explore: Assisi, Perugia, Gubbio, Spello, Todi & more.

Umbria is as green and beautiful and tranquil as
ever. I hope you can join me here again soon. It is
such a great time to explore the back roads of Umbria.
— Caterina, Umbria Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $1299 pp for one week, $1799 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.
Add a week in Tuscany, Amalfi Coast, Venice, Florence, or Rome.

Cinque Terre
Lucca
Pisa

Tuscany
Florence

Elba

ITALY
Assisi

Perugia

i

Siena
Tuscany Villages

Umbria Villages
Spoleto

Orvieto

Mediterranean Sea

Umbria
Rome

Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/UMBRIA
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Amalfi
ITALY

Savor the coastal views, colorful cliff villages, and vibrant living
of Italy’s southwest coast.
HOMEBASE: Amalfi & Atrani | Explore: Positano, Sorrento, Ravello, Capri, Pompei,

Naples & more.

I’m looking forward to welcoming you here in Amalfi!
The beautiful Mediterranean Sea, Pompeii, Capri,
Positano, delicious Italian food, and Limoncello are
all waiting for you!
— Rosa, Amalfi Coast Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

metro

From $1509 pp for one week, $2169 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Venice, Florence, Rome, Tuscany, or Umbria.

Elba

Umbria Villages
Spoleto

Orvieto

Umbria
Rome

Ischia
Mediterranean Sea

Naples
Sorrento

ITALY
Amalfi Coast

Pompeii

Atrani
Amalfi

Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.
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WWW.UNTOURS.COM/AMALFI-COAST

transfer

Rome
ITALY

Live as the Romans do, in piazza cafes and outdoor markets.
Explore ancient and artistic treasures.
HOMEBASE: Rome | Explore: The Vatican, Colosseum, Forum, Pantheon, Trevi

Fountain & much more.

All roads led to Rome before the pandemic, and they
still do. The Eternal City is ready to share its monumental
beauty, fascinating history, and exquisite cuisine with you
all. I cannot wait to greet you all again.
— Mary, Rome Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

metro

transfer

From $1409 pp for one week, $2159 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Venice, Florence, Tuscany, Umbria, or the Amalfi Coast.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/ROME
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Sintra
PORTUGAL

Sintra is a majestic homebase from which to explore
Lisbon and all of central Portugal.
HOMEBASE: Sintra | Explore: The Pena Palace, plus Sesimbra, Óbidos, Fátima,

Nazaré & more.

We wait for you in Sintra, where the palaces are
ready for your visit, the seaside breezes are blowing,
and Lisbon is open for you. I look forward to hosting
you here in Portugal.
— João, Sintra Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1189 pp for one week, $1789 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Porto.
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WWW.UNTOURS.COM/SINTRA

transfer

Porto
PORTUGAL

Porto’s cobbled streets and riverfront are as
enchanting as its surrounding countryside is beautiful.
HOMEBASE: Porto | Explore: The Ribeira, plus Aveiro, Braga, Coimbra, the Douro

Valley & more.

I can’t wait to welcome you back to lovely Porto.
We can walk the cobblestones, stroll the riverfront,
and sail the Douro. See you very soon!
— Marta, Porto Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $1149 pp for one week, $1869 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Sintra.

Porto

Braga

PORTUGAL
Coimbra

Tomar
Sintra

Lisbon
Setúbal Évora

SPAIN

Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/PORTO
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Andalusia
SPAIN

Discover the olive groves, ancient towns, and back roads of
southern Spain’s countryside.
HOMEBASE: Priego de Córdoba, and Carcabuey | Explore: Malaga, Seville, Granada,

Alhambra & more.

Andalusia’s natural parks, breath-taking landscapes,
open air markets, and charming villages are waiting. I
can’t wait to host Untourists again and to show off all our
cultural heritage, splendid nature, and local hospitality.
— Alexandra, Andalusia Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $1029 pp for one week, $1569 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.
Add a week in Barcelona.

SPAIN

Barcelona
Madrid

Andalusia

Ronda

Priego de Córdoba
Granada
Málaga

i

Córdoba
Carcabuey

Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.
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WWW.UNTOURS.COM/ANDALUSIA

Barcelona
SPAIN

Enjoy some of Europe’s best art, architecture, and
cuisine in the heart of Catalonia.
HOMEBASE: Barcelona | Explore: Sagrada Familia, the Gothic Quarter, Las

Ramblas, the Picasso Museum & more.

Barcelona is waking up, and its museums, cafes,
and plazas are awaiting your return. I look forward
to welcoming you back to my beautiful city.
— Edlira, Barcelona Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

metro

transfer

From $1549 pp for one week, $2329 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Andalusia.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/BARCELONA
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Castle
GERMANY

Stay in a beautiful 14th-century castle near the
Romantic Road in Bavaria, with the Baron as your host.
HOMEBASE: Sommersdorf Castle | Explore: Rothenburg, Dinkelsbühl, Nuremberg,

Munich, Bamberg, Regensburg & more.

We have missed our Untour guests. Wednesday
arrivals have always been very exciting, meeting and
talking to people from the New World always enriched
our Old World life.
— Manfred, Castle Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1019 pp for one week, $1679 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in the German Rhine.
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WWW.UNTOURS.COM/CASTLE

Rhine
GERMANY

Settle into the enchanting villages of the Middle Rhine,
with gorgeous castles, riverboats, and vineyards.
HOMEBASE: Bacharach, St. Goar & Oberwesel | Explore: Koblenz, Bingen, Mainz,

Heidelberg, Cologne & more.

We miss our guests here in the Middle Rhine Valley,
where castles tell stories of battles long past and the
river flows with renewal. All my greetings to our guests
and I hope to see you soon.
— Natalie, Rhine Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $999 pp for one week, $1409 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in the Castle, Swiss Heartland and Oberland, or Holland.

Rhine

Aachen

Koblenz
Oberwesel
Mosel

GERMANY

Cologne

St. Goar Frankfurt
Bacharach

Heidelberg

The Rhine

Sommersdorf Castle

Nuremberg
Ansbach

Castle Ulm
Munich
Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/RHINE
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Vienna
AUSTRIA

Experience the elegance of Vienna, with its regal palaces,
lush gardens, deep history, and fine arts.
HOMEBASE: Vienna | Explore: St. Stephen’s, Schoenbrunn Palace, Belvedere Palace,

Kunst Haus & more.

Vienna’s arts and culture are waiting for you,
along with its beautiful palaces and parks and
promenades. I do look forward to seeing you again.
— Claudia, Vienna Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

metro

transfer

From $1309 pp for one week, $1919 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Budapest or Prague.

GERMANY
i

Munich

WINTER HOLIDAY
Linz

Salzburg
Kuchl Hallstatt
Zell am See
p Grossglockner

Vienna

AUSTRIA
Graz

Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.
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WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VIENNA

DATES AVAILABLE.

Budapest
HUNGARY

Wander the enticing cobbled streets of old town
Budapest and enjoy its architecture, spas, and markets.
HOMEBASE: Budapest | Explore: Castle Hill, the Danube, Parliament, Chain Bridge,

historic spas & more.

I can’t wait to welcome visitors back to lovely
Budapest. There is so much to see and do here. It is
a great time to visit.
— Henriette, Budapest Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

metro

transfer

From $1089 pp for one week, $1539 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Prague or Vienna.

PRAGUE + BUDAPEST + VIENNA = A GRAND ADVENTURE!

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/BUDAPEST
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Prague
CZECH REPUBLIC

Immerse yourself in Prague’s old-world charm
and discover its museums, beer halls, and architecture.
HOMEBASE: Prague | Explore: Charles Bridge, Prague Castle, St. Vitus, the Jewish

Quarter & more.

Prague is as beautiful as ever. We are excited to see
you back here in my gorgeous city.
— Alena, Prague Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

metro

transfer

From $1039 pp for one week, $1529 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Budapest or Vienna.

POLAND

Berlin
Prague

CZECH REPUBLIC

Ostrava

WINTER HOLIDAY
Krakow

Brno
SLOVAKIA
Cesky Krumlov
Bratislava

Salzburg

AUSTRIA

Vienna

Gyor

Budapest

HUNGARY

Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.
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DATES AVAILABLE.

i

Leiden
HOLLAND

Settle into a lively, canal-laced university town, and
explore Holland’s flower fields, cities, and countryside.
HOMEBASE: Leiden | Explore: Amsterdam, The Hague, Haarlem, Delft, Rotterdam,

Utrecht & more.

It has been a long year, but I am so happy to be
hosting Untourists again and helping them enjoy all of
the best parts of the Netherlands. There is so much to
enjoy outside!
— Marlous, Leiden Untour host

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

transfer

From $1909 pp for one week, $3029 pp for two weeks, double occ.
Add a week in Paris or the German Rhine.

Leeuwarden
North Sea

Haarlem

HOLLAND
Amsterdam

Leiden
Utrecht
The Hague
Gouda
Delft Rotterdam
Den Bosch
Untours hometown Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/LEIDEN
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Ventures RIVER CRUISES

Portugal & Spain

Want to river cruise in Europe? We can help you book!
We partner with Viking, AmaWaterways, and other stellar partners to help you
have a memorable time on the water. You’ll never pay more, and you receive
our expertise for free plus discounts on an Untour.

PORTUGAL & SPAIN
Portugal’s River of Gold with Viking
9 Nights. Prices from $3499 pp
Highlights: Lisbon, Porto, Régua, Barca d’Alva, Salamanca, Pinhão, and
Entre-os-Rios
Explore the culture, atmosphere, and charm of Lisbon and Porto. Sail the Douro
River through steeply terraced vineyards, stopping at ports largely unchanged for
centuries. Visit charming town squares, colorful castles, baroque mansions, and
historic monasteries. Enjoy the flavors, color, and wines of Portugal.
Find other Spain and Portugal river and sea cruise options on
www.untours.com/ventures.

FRANCE ON THE RHÔNE
Colors of Provence with AmaWaterways
7 nights. Prices from $3299 pp
Highlights: Lyon, Vienne, Tournon, and Arles
From romantic cities to foodie havens and artistic epicenters, this itinerary
engages all your senses. Starting from Lyon, France’s culinary capital, savor the
beauty of legendary vineyards and imbibe local wines of the Côtes du Rhône.
Hunt truffles and refine your Provençal cooking skills. Trace the steps of famous
painters in Arles and Avignon.
Find other French options, including Seine cruises and barge options on
www.untours.com/ventures.
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Ventures RIVER CRUISES

River cruise with AmaWaterways

GERMANY ON THE RHINE + Amsterdam, Switzerland & France
Rhine Getaway with Viking
7 Nights. Prices from $2299 pp
Highlights: Amsterdam, Kinderdijk, Cologne,
Koblenz, Rüdesheim, Heidelberg, Speyer, Strasbourg,
Breisach, and Basel
Tour the castles and enchanting towns of Germany and experience the lush
landscape of the Black Forest region. Explore Holland’s windmills and waterworks.
Encounter multicultural Strasbourg in France, and the lovely Swiss city of Basel.
Meals, wine, and daily excursions included.

AUSTRIA & HUNGARY ON THE DANUBE
Romantic Danube with AmaWaterways
7 nights. Prices from $2899 pp
Highlights: Vilshofen, Passau, Linz,
Weissenkirchen, Vienna, Bratislava, and Budapest
Framed by rolling hills, lush vineyards, and medieval castles, the Danube has
inspired musicians, artists, and poets for centuries. Savor Wachau Valley wines,
and experience the beauty and history of Budapest and Vienna. Daily excursions,
full service, meals, and excellent local wines included.

GERMANY + HOLLAND + AUSTRIA + SLOVAKIA + HUNGARY
Grand European Tour with Viking
14 nights. Prices from $3999 pp
Highlights: Amsterdam, Kinderdijk, Cologne, Koblenz, Miltenberg, Würzburg, Bamberg,
Nuremberg, Regensburg, Passau, Melk, Dürnstein, Vienna, Bratislava, and Budapest
Indulge all your senses on an epic itinerary that spans 5 countries and traces
three rivers: the Rhine, Main, and Danube. Highlights include the Wachau Valley,
Dutch windmills, the Middle Rhine’s iconic castles, and visits to charming old
world villages and cultural capitals of Vienna, Budapest, Cologne, and Amsterdam.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VENTURES
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Ventures CANAL CRUISES

Burgundy Canal Cruise

Barges offer a tiny boat experience with big comfort, a relaxing
pace, and a close-up view of the countryside and historic villages. We have
hand-selected partners that give you an optimal experience, with a focus on
food, history, and safety.

FRANCE CANAL CRUISE
Fleurey-sur-Ouche to Escommes: On the Burgundy Canal
6 nights aboard the Savoir Vivre canal barge. Package price from $3750 pp
Highlights: Dijon, Fleurey-sur-Ouche, Gissey-sur-Ouche, Pont d’Ouche, La Rèpe,
and Escommes
Explore the Ouche Valley, a highlight of the Burgundy Canal. The Savoir Vivre
plies the waters between Fleury-sur-Ouche and Escommes past limestone cliffs,
wooded hills, and enchanting villages. Enjoy the best gourmet restaurants along
this green and idyllic waterway. This barge holds up to 8 people. Daily excursions,
meals, and wines included.

SCOTLAND & ENGLAND CANAL CRUISES
Spirit of Scotland
6 nights aboard the Spirit of Scotland canal barge. Package price from $4790 pp
Highlights: Banavie, Laggan, Cullochy, Fort Augustus, Dochgarroch, Muirtown
Cruise through the Great Glen between Inverness and Fort William, navigating
beautiful lochs and the Caledonian Canal. Enjoy ancient castles, heather-clad
hillsides, and deep forests. Scotland’s legends of the past, the taste of single malt,
and the myths of Loch Ness add to the magical charm of the Highlands.

Magna Carta Classic Cruise - England
6 nights aboard the Magna Carta canal barge. Package price from $4890 pp
Highlights: Hampton Court Palace, Windsor, Cookham, Hurley, Henley-onThames, Oxford
Sail the River Thames, past palaces and charming villages, enjoying a blend of old
world England and natural beauty. From Henry VIII’s Hampton Court, past Windsor
Castle to Henley, with frequent stops and escorted visits to art galleries, royal
landmarks, atmospheric villages, and stately homes. Some cruises even include
a visit to Highclere Castle, AKA Downton Abbey!
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Ventures SEA CRUISES

Greece

Our small-boat partners allow you to discover some of Europe’s most
gorgeous stretches of coast and access inner ports. Explore Europe on Variety’s
megayachts, or plan ahead for a 2023 Viking ocean cruise.

GREECE
Classical Greece with Variety
7 Nights at sea. Prices from $2990 pp
Highlights: Piraeus, Kea, Delos, Mykonos, Santorini, Crete, Kythira, Monemvasia,
Nafplio, Hydra or Spetses, Athens
Enjoy a harmonious balance between conventional cruising and private yachting,
along with an exciting voyage of discovery, unravelling the wonders of Classical
Greece. Each day you will discover a new port of call, a hidden cove with crystal
blue waters to cool you, a glimpse of ancient history to amaze you, and rich
cultural diversity to intrigue you!

MALTA & ITALY
Malta, Sicily & the Aeolian Islands
7 nights at sea. Prices from $2790 pp
Highlights: Valletta, Gozo Island, Syracuse, Lipari,
Panarea, Stromboli, Catania, Taormina, Vulcano
Island
History rich Malta and Sicily welcome you, along
with Italy’s volcanic Aeolian Islands of Vulcano, Lipari, Salina, Panarea, Stromboli,
Filicudi, and Alicudi. A little piece of paradise, the seven-island archipelago offers
a wealth of opportunities for relaxation and outdoor fun and hiking. Enjoy the best
of the coastlines of Sicily and Malta.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VENTURES
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Ventures US TRAVEL

Explore the United States. We are working with trusted partners to offer
you a wide range of fascinating options for domestic travel.

RVS
Rentals
We can assist you with RV rentals, from Truck Campers to Large RVs and all sizes
in between. We can arrange local pick ups and other details.

RV Vacations
We can also help with itinerary planning, whether you have your own RV or
are renting one. Our reservation and planning service makes your RV vacation
seamless and easy.

NATIONAL PARKS WITH AMTRAK
Yellowstone, Yosemite, and Glacier National Park by Rail with Amtrak
10 nights in a hotel, 5 nights onboard Amtrak. Package prices from $8749 pp
Highlights: Chicago, Salt Lake City, Yellowstone National Park, San Francisco,
Yosemite National Park, Seattle, Glacier National Park
Experience the best of the American West as you travel across the Great Plains and
through the Rocky Mountains aboard Amtrak. Enjoy thousands of acres of pristine
wilderness, soaring mountain peaks, and abundant wildlife.

Grand National Park of the Southwest:
Bryce and Zion to the Grand Canyon
by Rail
7 nights in hotels; 2 nights onboard Amtrak.
Package prices from $2249 pp
Highlights: Chicago, Moab, Arches and
Canyonlands National Parks, Capitol Reef and
Bryce National Parks, Zion National Park and Lake Powell, the Grand Canyon
Take in the untamed landscapes of the American Southwest with time to soak in the
views and explore some of the most stirring and majestic natural settings in the US.
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Ventures CRUISE IN THE US

Alaska Fjord & Glaciers

HEART OF THE DELTA WITH VIKING
7 nights onboard. Pricing from $4199 pp
Highlights: New Orleans, Darroe, Baton Rouge,
St. Francisville, Natches, Vicksburg, Memphis
Soak up the rich French and Acadian cultures
of the Lower Mississippi, and be inspired by the
stories of famed musicians and civil rights heroes. Savor delicious Cajun and
Creole cuisine, as well as the famous BBQ of Memphis. Stir your soul with the
rhythms of Dixieland jazz, Delta blues, and gospel.

OLYMPIC WILDERNESS & SAN JUAN ISLANDS
with Un-Cruise Adventures
7 nights onboard a luxury-style yacht. Pricing from $4695 pp
Highlights: Seattle, Salish Sea/Deception Pass, Lopez Island, Orcas Island, Sucia
Island, Olympic National Park
Explore a wild world of natural wonder in America’s great northwest. Hike in oldgrowth and rain forests, enjoy whale watching and birding, and kayak the island
channels carved by glaciers. Explore the rugged sylvan beauty of the islands and
the stunning vistas of vast Glacier National Park.

ALASKA FJORD AND GLACIERS
with Un-Cruise Adventures
7 nights onboard. Pricing from $4495 pp
Highlights: Juneau, Stephens Passage; Thomas Bay/Wrangell Narrows, Wrangell,
Behm Canal, Misty Fjords National Monument, Ketchikan
Have you thought about visiting Alaska? This cruise offers a perfect introduction
to the state’s wild natural beauty. Wind through canals and explore the Tongass
backcountry, visiting fascinating Native American sites, fjords, and glaciers while
watching for plentiful local wildlife. This is the adventure of a lifetime.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VENTURES
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Untours Terms and Conditions
UNTOURS PAYMENT
Deposit: $400 per person for single-week Untours, $400 per person for two-week Untours and
Samplers, and $200 per person for each additional one-week Untour add-on.
Final Payment: Remaining balance is due 70 days before departure. Changes within 45 days of
departure may be subject to fees. All payments must be made by credit card, check, or money order
in U.S. dollars.
UNTOURS CANCELLATION POLICY
If Untours is notified of cancellation more than 70 days prior to arrival in the first apartment, the
following will be forfeited: $250 of each of your $400 deposits and half of any $200 deposits paid
for one-week add-ons.
If Untours is notified of cancellation 35–70 days prior to arrival in the first apartment, the following
will be forfeited: $250 of each of your $400 deposits and half of any $200 deposits paid for oneweek apartment rentals; cancellation fees for any flight tickets, transportation passes, rental car
reservations, or rail tickets purchased for you by Untours; and 25 percent of the Untour fee. If you
cancel 35–70 days prior to arrival in the first apartment, but have not paid in full, Untours will keep
your deposit until payment is made as described above.
If Untours is notified of cancellation 3–34 days prior to arrival, the following will be forfeited:
$250 of each of your $400 deposits and half of any $200 deposits paid for one-week apartment
rentals; cancellation fees for any flight tickets, transportation passes, rental car reservations, or rail
tickets purchased for you by Untours; and 50 percent of the Untours fee. If you cancel 3–34 days
prior to arrival in the first apartment, but have not paid in full, Untours will keep your deposit until
payment is made as described above.
If Untours is notified of cancellation 2 days or less prior to arrival, all trip costs are nonrefundable.
We highly recommend the purchase of trip cancellation insurance.
RESPONSIBILITY
This brochure is issued at the sole responsibility of the tour operator, Untours/Idyll, Ltd. It is not
issued on behalf of the airlines mentioned herein or any airlines whose services are used in the
course of the tour, and it and does not commit said airlines; Untours acts only as agent and adviser
for participants and can assume no liability for injury, damage or loss, accident, delay, or irregularity which may be occasioned by reason of defect or through the acts of defaults of any company
or person engaged in carrying out the arrangements of its program. Services, including, but not
limited to, carriage by air, land, or lakes, accommodations, travel programs, hobby programs, and
courses are furnished by contractors independent of Untours. Airlines are not to be held responsible for any act, omission, or event during the time passengers are not on board their planes or
conveyances. Payment of deposit and final balance on the cost of travel arrangements described
in this catalog or any other material of any sort mentioning this publication or its content signifies
the acceptance on the part of the purchaser and/or passenger of the limitation of the responsibility of the airlines used to the terms and conditions set forth on the airline website or in the jacket of
the passage contract (air ticket) issued by the IATA carrier and/or the agents in connection with the
land and/or surface travel arrangements described in the catalog. Valid: September 1, 2021–December 31, 2022.
OTHER TERMS
Contracts for and availability of European accommodations may occasionally be changed or withdrawn
for reasons beyond the control or redress of Untours, requiring relocation to equivalent facilities.
In the event Untours is unable to operate your trip on the planned dates, the trip may be rescheduled or refunded; Untours reserves the right to provide refunds in the form of credit toward future
Untours travel.
All pricing is subject to change. Untours reserves the right to correct pricing errors at any time or
to increase pricing due to currency fluctuations. California law requires certain sellers of travel to
have a trust account or bond. Untours has a trust account: CST 2096331-40. We have made every
effort to print accurate information. We reserve the right to correct errors.
UNTOURS IS PROUD TO WORK WITH THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES AND AGENCIES:

VENTURES TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Ventures cruises and land packages are operated independently and are subject to the
terms and conditions of our various travel partners, as listed on our website. Please see
www.untours.com/terms for details.
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TO BOOK, CALL 1.888.868.6871 OR VISIT WWW.UNTOURS.COM

SAMPLE PRICING
From prices listed on destination pages are based on double occupancy and are
subject to date and capacity limitations. Prices are approximate and meant to give
you an idea of cost.
For complete pricing visit www.untours.com.
UNTOURS PRICES INCLUDE:
• One or two weeks in one or more properties that suit your tastes and needs.
• Ground transportation. See country pages for more details. Rental cars have
standard transmission; supplements apply for additional options.
• Support services before you go and after you arrive that include helpful
advice and literature to use in your planning.
UPON YOUR ARRIVAL, OUR ENGLISH-SPEAKING STAFF WILL:
• Assist you in your transfer to your Untours destination (standard arrival dates
and times only—exclusions apply).
• Hold an orientation where you can learn all you need to know for your best
possible Untours experience.
• Host a special group event such as a dinner party or a visit to a mountain
cheesemaker.
• Remain available by telephone throughout your stay for any assistance you
might need.
OTHER IMPORTANT DETAILS:
• Extra charges and some restrictions apply to additional guests.
• Based on airline schedules, hotel overnights may be necessary and can be
arranged for you by Untours. The cost of these nights is not included in our
listed prices.
• Luggage service is not provided.
• Towels and linens are included, but daily linen change and maid service are
not.
• Apartments are clean, convenient, and more like a European home than
a hotel. Air conditioning and Wi-Fi are not always available.
• We can assist with your flight arrangements through our partner, AutoEurope.
Please inquire for details.
• Departures from North America to Europe are generally on Tuesdays, and
arrivals are on Wednesdays. We can assist with your flights, even if you
prefer to fly on different days. While it is possible to fly on different dates,
occupancy for all Untours apartments is always Wednesday to Wednesday,
except in Ireland, where Untours run Saturday to Saturday.
KIDS PRICING
Kids under 16 at time of trip stay for free in some qualifying apartments; pricing
is based on the number of paying occupants. See untours.com/kids for details,
terms, and restrictions.

1.888.868.6871 • WWW.UNTOURS.COM
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Now More Than Ever
Our vacation rentals place you in a
community but with personal space.

APARTMENTS

There’s nothing like settling into an
Untours apartment for a week or more.
Be it a rural farm house, a mountain
chalet, or a central flat in a walkable
location, we have dwellings that offer
you privacy and space with a unique
sense of place.
We have hand selected our hometowns
for their central location and atmosphere.
Our apartments are also chosen with
care, and we have long standing relationships with our landlords, sometimes
spanning generations. Owners are
working with us to keep guests
comfortable and happy.

We have hosts who are available for
virtual and in-person help throughout
your stay.
There’s nothing like having someone
waiting for your arrival at the airport. Our
staff in Europe describe the way guests’
faces melt into smiles when they see them
outside of security in the airport, Untours
sign in hand. Welcome.

HOSPITALITY

Our staff in Europe is warm and helpful,
fluent in English and in the local language
and culture. They will teach you all the
basics about local customs and touring
logistics at an Untours orientation session
and help you explore the area with ease.
One Untourist described them as like
having a friend in the place you are
visiting, but without the obligation to
buy them dinner.
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INDEPENDENCE
Leaving the group behind is a healthy strategy for discovery.
Untours are designed to give travelers equal parts independence and support.
We have crafted our programs to run smoothly, leaving it to you to pursue your
own agenda. Using the resources and help we include, you can strike out on
your own.
You and your travel companions create your own memories and visit the
places you want to see. We have made it easy for you with detailed travel
information and the tools you need to explore confidently. Go at your own
pace. Take the road less traveled. Follow your bliss and do what makes you
happy and comfortable. We’re here to support you.

EXPERTISE

Destination experts in the US and Europe help you plan in a changing world.
Untours run on people power, and we are proud to have assembled a smart
and capable crew in the US and Europe to see to your travel needs and help
you plan and execute a fun and fascinating trip that is seamless and easy.
Our US-based staff is experienced and can advise you on the details of our
destinations, helping you assemble a trip, combine destinations, and manage
logistics. They can answer all of your questions and concerns and work in
tandem with European colleagues who will guide you on site and put your
mind at ease.
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SPECIALS
Stay Longer & Save
Working or studying remotely? Or just content to be a homebody or to travel in
a more relaxed way? Why not do it in another country? Stay for 3 or more weeks
on an extended Untour and save big! We are glad to give you pricing details and
discuss options. Linger in the places you love and learn more about why they are
so special.

Family Travel: Kids Stay Free
Kids under 16 at time of trip stay for free in certain qualifying apartments. Untours
make a great multi-generational vacation option, so set some plans with your
(grand)kids and share a life-enhancing experience, making memories that will long
outlive any material gifts you were planning to give. See untours.com/kids for full
options and details.

Art Untour in Provence
Follow in the footsteps of Van Gogh and Cezanne, learning about their lives and art
in the landscapes that inspired them. June 1.

Wine & Food
Our Wine & Food Untours are back. Join us for small-group experiences that
center around the local wine making and culinary traditions of the region. Meet the
makers, sip and savor, cook with local experts.
Provence: October 5
Tuscany: October 12
See www.untours.com/wine-and-food

Spend the Holidays in Europe
We offer Christmas and New Years dates in some of your favorite European
destinations. Make new family memories abroad, and experience Europe’s most
charming holiday traditions.
		 LONDON • GREECE • VIENNA • PRAGUE
See www.untours.com/christmasineurope
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Cross lives with other people.

Interact with other

“

We were so excited to
get back to Europe!

“

After having to postpone our 2020
Italy trip, we were eager to get to
Tuscany and the Amalfi Coast. Untours
was the best way to plan our return.
The Italians were thrilled to see us, and
Untours staff on site was super helpful.
Untours is such a great way to travel
and connect with the locals. It really
lets you cross lives with other people
and interact with other cultures. This
was one memorable trip!

— Gloria Lorenzi, 2-time Untourist
Photographed above with her travel
companions on the Tuscany Untour
in July 2021

What are you waiting for? Join the fun!
SIGN UP: www.untours.com/eurozine (monthly newsletter and deals alerts)
READ UP: www.untours.com/blog (our blog)
FOLLOW:

Untours social

SHARE: #untours @untours
PHOTO CREDITS
Cover photos:
• Fall — Amalfi Coast, Italy. Photo from Shutterstock.
• Winter — Tuscany, Italy. Photo courtesy of 2021 Untourists Gloria and Edward Lorenzi.
Staff photos: Courtesy of our European colleagues and Untours US staff.
Guest photos:
• Page 2 group shot courtesy of the Gans and Hansens, Untourists in Porto, Portugal in 2019.
• Group shot above courtesy of Untours guests the Moormans and Lorenzi, July guests in
Tuscany (photographed here) and the Amalfi Coast.
Ventures photos:
• Pages 33 river cruise photos courtesy of AmaWaterways and Viking.
• Page 34 barge cruise photo courtesy of Savoir Vivre.
Other place photos furnished by Shutterstock, Pixabay, and Pexels.
Thank you to everyone in the Untours community for helping us weather the challenges of
COVID-19, from guests to who traveled with us or (re)rescheduled Untours trips to staff and hosts
who stayed loyal and engaged even in a year without travel. See you soon in Europe!
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• Untours is a B Corp and its
profits support the Untours
Foundation.

• Carbon offsets and green
business practices help limit
the impact of your travel.

• Longer stays foster more
meaningful connections and
experiences.

• Locally-owned properties
mean host communities
benefit from your travel.

About Booking an Untour

FEEL GOOD

Untours is proud
to be a Founding
B Corporation.

Toll free: 1.888.868.6871
From outside U.S.: 1.610.565.5242

Weekdays 9 AM to 5 PM
(Eastern Time)

#untours

EMAIL AND WEB
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Email: travel@untours.com
Web: www.untours.com
Blog: www.untours.com/blog

You will always be able to talk with a friendly, knowledgeable travel specialist.

CONTACT US

Change Service Requested

PO Box 405
Media, PA 19063

©2022 by Untours.
No reproduction of
any content of this
publication is allowed
without written
authorization from
Untours. “Untours”
is the registered
trademark of Idyll,
Ltd./Untours.
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